
Advanced Placement Chemistry:  2020-2021 

Instructor:  Brandi Bridwell   Room:  105 

Email:  bbridwell@mcminnschools.com 

Course Description: 

This AP Chemistry course is designed to be the equivalent of the general chemistry course 

usually taken during the first year of college.  The course is structured around nine units of 

study articulated in the AP Chemistry curriculum framework provided by the College Board 

(CR2).  A special emphasis will be placed on seven science practices, which capture important 

aspects of the work that scientists engage in, with learning objectives clearly connected to 

specific essential knowledge statements in the framework.  AP Chemistry is open to any 

students who wish to take part in a rigorous and academically challenging course. 

 

Class Resources: 

• Tro, Nivaldo J. Chemistry:  A Molecular Approach (AP Edition).  Fourth edition.  Boston:  

Pearson, 2017. 

• The College Board.  AP Chemistry Guided Inquiry Experiments:  Applying the Science 

Practices Student Manual.  2019. 

• AP Classroom Resources; Join Code will be given in the fall. 

 

 

Science Practices 

Science Practice 1:  The student can use representations and models to communicate scientific 
phenomena and solve scientific problems. 

Science Practice 2:  The student can use mathematics appropriately. 

Science Practice 3:  The student can engage in scientific questioning to extend thinking or to guide 
investigations within the context of the AP course. 

Science Practice 4:  The student can plan and implement data collection strategies in relation to a 
particular scientific question. (Note: Data can be collected from many different sources, e.g., 
investigations, scientific observations, the findings of others, historic reconstruction and/or archived 
data.) 

Science Practice 5:  The student can perform data analysis and evaluation of evidence. 

Science Practice 6:  The student can work with scientific explanations and theories. 

Science Practice 7:  The student is able to connect and relate knowledge across various scales, concepts 
and representations in and across domains. 
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Unit Coverage and Approximate Time Spent 

Unit 1:  Atomic Structure and Properties (10 days) 

• Chapter 1:  Matter, Measurement, and Problem Solving 

• Chapter 2:  Atoms and Elements 

• Chapter 7:  The Quantum Mechanical Model of the Atom 

• Chapter 8:  Periodic Properties of the Elements 

• Additional material:  Photoelectron Spectroscopy 

Unit 2:  Molecular and Ionic Compound Structure and Properties (13 days) 

• Chapter 3:  Molecules, Compounds, and Chemical Equations 

• Chapter 9:  Chemical Bonding I- The Lewis Model 

• Section 24.4:  Metal Structures and Alloys 

• Chapter 10:  Chemical Bonding II- Molecular Shapes, Valence Bond Theory, and 

Molecular Orbital Theory 

Unit 3:  Intermolecular Forces and Properties (15 days) 

• Chapter 11:  Liquids, Solids, and Intermolecular Forces 

• Chapter 12:  Solids and Modern Materials 

• Chapter 5:  Gases 

• Chapter 13:  Solutions 

• Additional Material:  Separation of Solutions and Mixtures 

• Additional Material:  Spectroscopy, the Photoelectric Effect, and the Beer-Lambert Law 

Unit 4:  Chemical Reactions (15 days) 

• Chapter 4:  Chemical Quantities and Aqueous Reactions 

Unit 5:  Kinetics (14 days) 

• Chapter 14:  Chemical Kinetics 

Unit 6:  Thermodynamics (11 days) 

• Chapter 6:  Thermochemistry 

Unit 7:  Equilibrium (15 days) 

• Chapter 15:  Chemical Equilibrium 

Unit 8:  Acids and Bases (15 days) 

• Chapter 16:  Acids and Bases 

• Chapter 17:  Aqueous Ionic Equilibrium 

Unit 9:  Applications of Thermodynamics (13 days) 

• Chapter 18:  Free Energy and Thermodynamics 

• Chapter 19:  Electrochemistry 

 



Grade Guidelines: 

The class will have 3 components that make up the weighted grade.  Students who sit for the 

AP exam in May will be awarded 5 points per nine weeks to the average.  Those who do not sit 

for the exam will NOT receive those points.  The assessment breakdown is as follows: 

 Homework/ Quizzes:    20% 

 Laboratory Reports/ Notebook: 30%  

 Exams:     50% 

Required Materials: 

Scientific calculator (graphing preferable but not required), laptop/tablet/ device (laptops 

provided IN CLASS), LARGE 3-ring binder dedicated to this class, safety glasses (provided), 

laboratory notebook with carbon-copy pages (provided). 

Labs: 

The labs completed require following or developing processes and procedures, taking 

observations, and data manipulation.  You will be provided with a detailed lab list.  Students 

communicate and collaborate in lab groups; however, each student writes a laboratory report 

in a lab notebook for every lab they perform.  A minimum of 25% of student contact time will 

be spent doing hands-on laboratory activities. (CR5a) 

The 10 parts of a Laboratory Report (CR7) 

A specific format will be given to the student for each lab.  Students must follow that format 

and label all sections very clearly.  AP Chemistry lab reports are much longer and more in depth 

than the ones completed in the first year chemistry course.  Therefore, it is important that 

students do not procrastinate when doing pre-lab and post-lab work.   

A laboratory notebook is a vital part of the AP chemistry experiment.  Many universities require 

proof of lab work for students to receive college credit, even with a 4 or 5 on the AP exam.  The 

notebook should be a neat, thorough record of the student’s experience with the chemistry 

laboratory.  It should be written in blue or black ink, and any mistakes made crossed out with a 

SINGLE LINE, with the student’s initials and the date.    Scientific writing is always in the passive 

voice (NO PERSONAL PRONOUNS).  For example, rather than saying, “I measured the mass of 

the beaker,” a correctly written statement would be, “The mass of the beaker was measured.”   

Pre-Lab Work:  It is to be completed and turned in on the day the lab is performed.  The 

teacher will initial the lab notebook for credit. 

o Title:  The title should be descriptive.  For example, “pH Titration Lab” is a 

descriptive title and “Experiment 5” is not a descriptive title. 

o Date:  This is the date the student performed the experiment. 

o Purpose:  A purpose statement summarizes the “point” of the lab. 

o Pre-Lab questions:  Students will be given some questions to answer before each 

experiment.  They will need to either rewrite the question or incorporate the 

question in the answer.  The idea here is that when someone else looks at a 



student’s lab notebook, they should be able to tell what the question was by 

merely looking at the lab report.  

o Procedure outline:  Students need to write an outline of the procedure on the 

left-hand side of the notebook (this allows raw data to be recorded as steps are 

completed).  They should use bulleted or numbered statements to make it easy 

to read and follow.  If a student is doing a guided inquiry lab, they may be 

required to write a full procedure that THEY develop.   

o Data Tables:  Students will need to create any data tables or charts necessary for 

data collection in the lab. 

During the Lab 

• Data:  Students must record all their data directly in the lab notebook on the right-hand 

side next to the procedural steps.  They will not record data on a separate lab sheet.  

Data should be clearly labeled with appropriate units.  It should be neatly spaced and 

organized. 

Post-Lab Work 

• Data table entry:  all raw data collected during the lab should be placed into the tables 

created prior to the lab. 

• Calculations and graphs:  Work should be shown for calculations.  Graphs need to be 

titled, with axes labeled (including units).  They should be at least ½ page in size. 

• Conclusions:  This will vary from lab to lab.  Students will be given directions as to what 

should be included in the discussion for each experiment.  

• Post-lab error analysis questions:  Follow the same procedure as for pre-lab questions. 

 

The AP exam for Chemistry is on Friday, May 7, 2021 at 8:00a.m.  This means we have 

approximately 160 days of class to get you prepared to score a 5!  To that end, I promise to do 

my part to teach you the material you need to know and to provide you with as many 

opportunities as possible to practice and apply those concepts.  Your dedication to study and 

learning is essential.  Together, we can get you where you need to be!  

 

We will be signing up for the exam during the fall semester.  The fee for the exam is $94 (less if 

you are on free/reduced lunch).  A score of 3 or higher will earn your fee back!   

 

 

 

 


